
HOW TO WRITE A NEWSPAPER ARTICLE ABOUT WORLD WAR 1

Military Technology in World War I World War I was less than one year old when British writer H. G. Wells lamented the
fate of humanity at the hands of "man's.

The Daily Mirror reproduces its 5 August front page, which - as befitted the million-selling title then marketed
as Britain's "picture paper" - carried a series of almost relevant photographs to highlight war's declaration.
Suggested questions: How does their experience of the First World War vary among these letter writers? For
about one century this dramatic event is known as the triggering event of World War One. Many had little
inkling of the calamitous events about to sweep the country to war and a bloody conflict that would cost the
lives of more than , Britons. Railheads were the nearest points to the front from which men and supplies
travelled by train and were then taken to the battle line by motor vehicle or horse. The assassination of
Austrian Archduke Franz Ferdinand by Serbian rebels while he was on a visit to the Bosnian capital of
Sarajevo at the end of June, had received limited coverage in the British press. Photographs of the Roll of
Honour were sent out to several employees as their correspondence reveals. The trial minutes inform us
nevertheless that a conspiracy took place. Later in the morning, the Archduke decided to go to the hospital to
visit the victims of the bomb. The contribution made by the Audit office was high:  It seems that the prince
had time to take the bomb in his hand and to throw it out of his car. We have labelled each letter according to a
theme from the First World War. After the war had ended and troops had returned, the GWR was able to
quantify the contribution that it had made to the cause. How did European newspapers of the time cover this
crucial event and the political opinions? The recruitment building, it said, "was besieged by would-be soldiers.
Related articles. Have you found anybody who has written more than once, or spot any links between the
letters which highlight particular friendships? Economically, the trade unions were getting stronger, with more
than four million members. Some soldiers mentioned having received the magazine or asked for it to be sent
out. How did the men feel about their experience of training? Can you discover a difference between what is
being said and how it is being said in any of the letters? This amounted to men, 17 of whom lost their lives.
Both died of their wounds fifteen minutes later. On the eve of the war, plans for a general strike were
gathering momentum amid widespread demands for better pay and particularly better working conditions. The
Great Western Railway Company formed four companies of Royal Engineers as many men from the
company, including these clerical workers from Paddington, had enlisted to serve. What training was carried
out before they were sent to fight? It's easy to fall into the trap of thinking of pre-war Georgian Britain as an
idyllic and halcyon era, of endless carefree, summer days at the Henley Regatta, top hats and high fashion and
a booming industrial Empire. Across the country, theatres and cinemas were packed. They are arranged in 12
carefully bound folders, rather like a series of scrapbooks. There is a really strange mix of crisis and Bank
Holiday Britain. Student work could be presented via various media for example Powerpoint Presentation,
video film, radio documentary, newspaper article, role play interview, poster, blog, web page or classroom
exhibition. Unusual or technical terms have been defined within the text. Similarly, it is noticeable that the
Daily Express front page headline on that day, as reproduced in its four-page souvenir pull-out, said: "England
expects that every man will do his duty" [my italics again] The Times publishes two supplements. The Sun
chooses to tell the story of the war through a page supplement in which it tells the story through a series of
trademark Sun-style front pages, with headlines such as "Fritz in bitz" and "Kaput". But historians now believe
war was inevitable after the shooting sparked a chain reaction that was to drag every major country in Europe
into conflict. How The Sun, if it had existed in , would have treated Kaiser Bill Its other page pull-out, "Britain
at war", carries the paper's leading article on the day after war was declared, which began presciently: "This
day will be momentous in the history of all time.


